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Staying a Judgment While an Appeal is Pending 

In civil cases, an important consideration before starting the appellate process is determining 

whether you can obtain a stay of execution of the judgment while the appeal is pending.  For 

example, let’s say that in Smith v. Jones, plaintiff Smith has won a judgment of $100,000 against 

defendant Jones in a California superior court.  Jones is planning to appeal the judgment; the 

question is, can Smith take steps to collect that judgment from Jones while the appeal is 

pending?  The answer may impact whether, as a practical matter, Jones will have sufficient 

resources to pursue the appeal.   

Automatic Stays 

Section 916 of the California Code of Civil Procedure states the general rule: “the perfecting of 

an appeal stays proceedings in the trial court upon the judgment or order appealed from....”  

While this seems to imply that in most cases, the filing of an appeal stays the judgment, in fact, 

the opposite is true.  There are many exceptions to the rule.  See Code Civ. Pro. §§ 917.1-917.9.   

Notably, money judgments are not automatically stayed on appeal.  See Code Civ. Proc. 

§ 917.1(a)(1).  So, using our example above, if Jones files a notice of appeal, that will not 

prevent Smith from enforcing the judgment for $100,000 against Jones.   

If, however, defendant Jones had won instead of plaintiff Smith, and the judgment provided that 

Jones would be awarded costs of suit, then the judgment would be automatically stayed if Smith 

filed an appeal.  A judgment for costs only is automatically stayed on appeal---except for costs 

awarded under section 988 of the Code of Civil Procedure.  See Code Civ. Proc. § 917.1(d); 

Nelson v. Stumbos, 226 Cal.App.3d 301, 303-306 (1990); Gallardo v. Specialty Restaurants 

Corp., 84 Cal.App.4th 463, 468-470 (2000).  Another common example of a judgment that is 

automatically stayed on appeal is a judgment granting a mandatory injunction (i.e., an injunction 

that compels a party to act, rather than to refrain from doing something).    

Obtaining a Stay by Posting an Undertaking 

Even if the judgment is not automatically stayed on appeal, a party may obtain a stay of 

execution by posting a bond or undertaking from a personal or corporate surety, or by depositing 

cash or negotiable securities with the court.  See Code Civ. Proc. § 917.1.  Appeal bonds and 

undertakings are subject to the Bond and Undertaking Law, Code of Civil Procedure § 995.010, 

et seq.   

Jones can therefore obtain a stay of the judgment by posting a bond from a personal surety, such 

as a friend or relative, if the surety meets the requirements listed in Code of Civil Procedure 

§ 995.510.  Alternatively, Jones could obtain a bond from an “admitted surety insurer,” a 

corporation or insurance company certified to provide surety insurance in California.  With a 
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personal surety, Jones would have to post a bond of at least $200,000 (double the amount of the 

judgment).  With an admitted surety insurer, the amount would be $150,000 (one and one-half 

times the amount of the judgment).  See Code Civ. Proc. § 917.1(b).   

Since Jones is an individual, obtaining a bond from an admitted surety insurer could be tough.  

And Jones might not have any friends or relatives with enough money to post a bond of 

$200,000 (and who are willing to risk losing it).  Another alternative is to deposit cash or other 

negotiable instruments directly with the superior court to stay the judgment.  Jones only has to 

deposit $150,000 with the court, rather than $200,000, because the amount of the deposit must be 

at least equal the amount that would be required of a bond from an admitted surety insurer.  See 

Code Civ. Proc. § 995.710.  Besides cash, the deposit can be made by using Federal or California 

bearer bonds or notes, certificates of deposit, or savings accounts.  

Discretionary Stays and Writs of Supersedeas 

If Jones cannot obtain a bond from a personal surety or an admitted surety insurer and cannot 

deposit $150,000 in cash or negotiable securities with the court, Jones has one other option 

available:  asking the court for a discretionary stay.   

Some types of orders or judgments may only be stayed on appeal by a discretionary stay.  For 

example, a child custody or visitation order will be stayed only if the trial court issues a 

discretionary stay order.  The same is true for unlawful detainer actions.  

A party seeking a discretionary stay must file a motion in the trial court, and show, with 

supporting evidence, compelling reasons why the court should issue a stay while the appeal is 

pending.  Note that the court may also require that the appellant post some form of security 

before a discretionary stay is issued.   

If Jones seeks a discretionary stay, but that is denied, then Jones can also file a petition for writ 

of supersedeas in the appellate court.  A writ of supersedeas is a special type of writ that allows 

the court of appeal to stay proceedings in the trial court to preserve the status quo.  There are two 

requirements before filing a supersedeas petition:  the appeal must be pending (a notice of appeal 

has to be filed) and the appellant must exhaust all available remedies in the trial court first.  If the 

appellant could have obtained a stay from the trial court, the court of appeal will not grant a writ 

of supersedeas unless the appellant requested a stay and the trial court denied that request.  

Writs of supersedeas are granted only if the appellant shows that that irreparable harm will result 

is no stay is issued, and that the appeal has merit.  Irreparable harm can be shown by 

demonstrating that the appellant will lose the benefits of an appeal if he or she prevails.  In a 

child custody case, for example, an appellant who has lost custody may be able to show 

irreparable harm because of the loss of custody over an extended period of time could mean that 

even if the appellant wins the appeal, he or she might not be able to regain custody as the child 

may have formed strong bonds with the other parent.  Another example is an environmental or 
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land use case where the judgment allows a new building project to go forward, which the 

appellant argues will cause harm to the environment.  If no stay is issued, and the appellant wins, 

but the project goes forward anyway, the lack of a stay may cause irreparable harm as well.  

Remember that the appellant also must show that the appeal has merit, which means that the 

appellant must do much of the work involved in an appeal up front.   
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